\	SPEED DISTANCE, CURRENT AND POWER CURVES
If	!	equipment is 84 amp. while the current per car is 168 amp.
$s	!	In the second or parallel half of the period, however, the corre-
d£	i	spending values of current are 168 and 336 amp. respectively.
ly	I	In determining the other points on the current curve such as the
jf	current after 20 seconds have elapsed, for example, it is found
es	f	from Fig. 25 that the speed is 22.5 m.p.h.    Referring to the speed
e-	I	• characteristic, Fig. 13, the corresponding current is found to be 64
ig	|	amp. per motor or 2 6 amp. per car since all four motors are
\	now operating in parallel.    This value is plotted against a time
\	abscissa of 20 sec. on Fig. 22.    Following out this method the
current required for operating the car over the level track will be
represented  by   curve (OOrffWlq')j Fig. 22, while the corre-
sponding current with the actual grades introduced is illustrated
k>	\	in curve (00"fWmnq"}.
\	As an average voltage of 500 volts has been assumed on this
^	o	road the ordinates of the two similar curves of Fig. 23 are 500
times those of Fig. 22 reduced to the convenient scale of kilowatts.
•«	If these curves be compared with the speed time curve, Fig. 25,
&j	the increased values of power required as the car enters the grades
Jwill be noted.
}	The areas of the two kilowatt time diagrams, Fig. 23, are 3960
5	',	and 12,100 kw. sec. respectively.    Applying formula (49) the
0	]	energy required by the level run is,
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while that of a run involving th6 existing grades is,
- 3-36 kw- hr-	<49>
The energy consumptions for the two runs expressed in watt
hours per ton mile are,
3960 X 1000 X 5280         _. .       ,     ,,         .,	....
Ei -   3600 X 25 X 42QT    = 55"3 W' hr'/ton mile	(50)
_       12100X1000X5280      1An      ,     ..         ..	,_„
**-    3600X25X4200    = 169 w. hr./ton mile	(50)
Since the rolling stock and equipment in this case are rather
lighter than that of average interurban practice, the value of 55.3
watt hours per ton mile for the level track is rather a low figure
while the steep grades in the latter case render the figure 169 for
Efi rather above the average. The very fact, however, that these

